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“HEIR TO THE LAMP” / MICHELLE LOWERY COMBS
Chicago, IL (July 16, 2013) – World Weaver Press (Eileen Wiedbrauk, Editor-in-Chief) has
announced Heir to the Lamp by Michelle Lowery Combs, a new YA novel and first in the
“Genie Chronicles” is available in trade paperback and ebook today, Tuesday, July 16, 2013.
“An exciting new spin on a genie tale. Virginia is a feisty main character who I would love to
have as a friend. Captivating!”
— Melissa Buell, author of the YA fantasy
series, The Tales of Gymandrol
“Filled with magic, curses, and mystery … a spellbinding journey I couldn’t put down.”
— Kelsey Ketch, author of Daughter of Isis
A family secret, a mysterious lamp, a dangerous Order with the mad
desire to possess both. Ginn thinks she knows all there is to know about
how she became adopted by parents whose number one priority is to
embarrass her with public displays of affection, but that changes when a
single wish starts a never-ending parade of weirdness marching through
her door the day she turns thirteen. Gifted with a mysterious lamp and the
missing pieces from her adoption story, Ginn tries to discover who…or
what…she really is. That should be strange enough, but to top it off Ginn’s
being hunted by the Order of the Grimoire, a secret society who’ll stop at
nothing to harness the power of a real genie.
Heir to the Lamp is available in trade paperback and ebook via
Amazon.com, Barnesandnoble.com, Kobo.com, and other online retailers.
You can also find Heir to the Lamp on Goodreads.
Michelle Lowery Combs is an award-winning writer and book blogger
living in rural Alabama with her husband, one cat, and too many children to
count. She spends her spare time commanding armies of basketball and
soccer munchkins for the Parks & Recreation departments of two cities.
When not in the presence of throngs of toddlers, tweens and teens, Michelle
can be found neglecting her roots and dreaming up the next best seller. She
is a member of the Alabama Writers’ Conclave, Jacksonville State
University’s Writers’ Club and her local Aspiring Authors group. You can
find her online at MichelleLoweryCombs.com, Facebook, Twitter @miclowery77, Google+, and on
her blog Through the Wormhole: Confessions of a Bookworm.
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WORLD WEAVER PRESS

World Weaver Press is a publisher of fantasy, paranormal, and science fiction, dedicated to
producing quality works. As a small press, World Weaver seeks to publish books that engage the
mind and ensnare the story-loving soul.
Publication Date: July 16, 2013 • YA Paranormal • ISBN-13: 978-0615813424 • ISBN-10: 0615813429
$11.95 • Paperback, 185 pages • Publicity/review requests: publicity@worldweaverpress.com
Orders: www.worldweaverpress.com/books/heirtothelamp
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